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Abstract Massive availability of multimedia content has given rise to numerous
recommendation algorithms that tackle the associated information overload problem. Because of their growing popularity, selecting the best one is becoming an
overload problem in itself. Hybrid algorithms, combining multiple individual algorithms, offer a solution, but often require manual configuration and power only
a few individual recommendation algorithms. In this work, we regard the problem of configuring hybrid recommenders as an optimization problem that can be
trained in an offline context. Focusing on the switching and weighted hybridization techniques, we compare and evaluate the resulting performance boosts for
hybrid configurations of up to 10 individual algorithms. Results showed significant
improvement and robustness for the weighted hybridization strategy which seems
promising for future self-adapting, user-specific hybrid recommender systems.
Keywords Recommender systems · Hybrid · Algorithms · RMSE · Optimization

1 Introduction
The availability of multimedia content nowadays, is booming exponentially in a
wide variety of domains. Through the Internet, users have access to unlimited
music resources (e.g., Spotify, Pandora, etc.), video platforms (e.g., YouTube, Dailymotion, etc.), image galleries (e.g., flickr, Instagram, etc.) and many more. Accessing these resources has become so easy that users are quickly overloaded with
information, and often find it hard to select relevant content. As a solution, mulS. Dooms - T. De Pessemier - L. Martens
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timedia tools or applications are increasingly integrating recommender systems to
support their users.
Recommender systems are systems designed to tackle the problem of information overload by automatically selecting interesting content for users based on
their personal preferences. The domain of recommender systems has been an active research topic for over twenty years now, and still continues to expand. Years
of research contributions by hundreds of researchers, have led to an abundance
of recommendation algorithms that can be used to combat information overload.
Recommendation algorithms come in all sorts and sizes, from really simple ones as
SlopeOne [20] to extensive mathematical-based ones as SVD++ [18]. Algorithms
can be based on collaborative filtering principles, content-based, knowledge-based,
demographic-based, etc. More recently also context-based [2, 15] and social-based
[30] algorithms are starting to show up. Each and every one of these algorithms
have their own advantages, downsides and optimal use cases and scenarios. Also
the availability of recommendation frameworks (or platforms) that offer out-ofthe-box recommendation solutions is on the rise, these include MyMedialite [13],
LensKit [12], Mahout1 , Lucene2 , Duine3 , etc. It seems that, by eagerly tackling
the information overload problem with new methods, the recommender domain in
itself is becoming overloaded with available algorithms and thus making it more
difficult (for recommender system administrators) to select the right algorithm for
the job.
Instead of selecting one algorithm, sometimes multiple algorithms are combined into a so-called hybrid recommender system. Hybrid recommender systems
have long been popular, and are widely used in many real-world applications because of their obvious advantages over individual recommendation algorithms. By
combining and integrating different types of recommendation algorithms, hybrid
recommenders are able to overcome the drawbacks associated with each of them individually [1, 3, 7]. A problem that most hybrid recommenders nowadays are facing,
is that they are inherent static in nature. Very often they are trained or manually
tweaked before deployment, but at runtime their configuration remains the same.
Their static nature prevents them from being deployed in other scenarios, with
other algorithms, or for other (types of) users.
Because hybrid systems are cumbersome to configure (often done manually),
the number of incorporated individual algorithms is usually rather limited to two
or three algorithms at most. Since hybrid systems inherit the properties of its
individual components, it seems more interesting however to have hybrid recommenders composed of dozens of algorithms instead of just a few. Ideally, a hybrid
recommender system would include all existing recommendation algorithms and
be capable of intelligently deciding what algorithm (or what combination of algorithms) generates the most interesting results for any given user in a system.
In this work, we strive towards the ideal hybrid recommender system which
automatically fine-tunes itself based on given individual recommendation algorithms and user input data. We focus specifically on two hybridization techniques
i.e., hybrid switching and weighted hybridization and include up to 10 individual
algorithms in our experiments. The contributions of this paper include:
1
2
3
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1. Formulation of the hybrid recommendation configuration problem as an optimization problem.
2. The introduction of an offline optimization procedure for a user-specific switching and weighted hybrid strategy.
3. A training and test dataset division strategy that allows both offline training, and realtime updates (on individual user-level) for online recommendation
scenarios.
4. Comparison and evaluation of the optimization potential (in terms of RMSE)
of both the switching and weighted hybrid strategies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss
the current state of the art for hybrid recommender systems. We then present an
overview of our system’s architecture in Section 3. Section 4 details the transformation from configuring a hybrid system to solving an optimization problem and
discusses evaluation. In the two following sections 5 and 6, we show how both the
switching and the weighted hybridization techniques can be implemented so that
they allow for optimization. Section 7 presents results for both of the hybridization techniques, using the performance of individual algorithms (and naive hybrid
systems) as baseline for comparison. Finally, the implications of the results are
put into perspective in the discussion (Section 8) and conclusion (Section 9).

2 Related Work
Burke et al. [9] was one of the first to categorize hybrid recommender systems in
function of their combining strategies: weighted, switching, mixed, feature combination, cascade, feature augmentation, and meta-level. Every combining strategy
comes with its own specific properties and consequences.
Two of the most commonly combined recommendation algorithms are the
content-based and the collaborative filtering approach [4, 14, 23], because they tend
to complement each other in various ways. Very often only two algorithms are
combined using a simple combining strategy, e.g. [27] where the predictions of two
types of collaborative filtering systems are combined linearly (weighted ) using the
formula P = α × Palgo1 + (1 − α) × Palgo2 .
A recent hybridization technique is feature-weighted linear stacking (FWLS)
[29], which continues on the original concept of stacking [32], where multiple recommendation models are stacked (or blended ) together. The most famous application of stacking is the winning entry of the Netflix Prize4 , where the BellKor’s
Pragmatic Chaos team stacked more than hundred different models together into
one blend (in fact even a blend of blends) [19, 25, 31]. The advantage of the stacking technique is that individual components are loosely coupled, which allows
easy integration of new algorithms and tuning of the end results by adjusting
the individual coefficients (i.e., weights) of the models. These coefficients are usually determined by taking into account so called meta-features, which are metrics describing some specific properties of the dataset at hand. In FWLS, the
coefficients associated with the models are parametrized as linear functions of
the meta-features. The STREAM (Stacking Recommendation Engines with Additional Meta-Features) system [5] experimented with eight different meta-features,
4
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and ultimately considered the number of user ratings and item ratings the most
interesting.
Individual weights of the models are usually determined by fitting some sort of
linear regression to optimize general recommendation metrics such as RMSE. Recent research however, is moving away from generalizing users, and towards a per
user focus. Ekstrand et al. [11] showed that recommenders fail (and succeed) on
different items and users (although their focus was on switching hybrids). Hybrid
recommender systems would obviously benefit from being able to predict which
recommendation algorithm works best for which user. The importance of individuality of users was also noted by the work of Kille et al. [16], in which they tried
to model the difficulty of generating recommendations for individual users.
In [21], the authors describe their system SemanticMovie which integrates
multiple recommendation approaches (recommender agents in their words) into
a single agent ensemble. Combining weights are generated by default, but can be
manually adjusted per user. Automatically adjusting weights (through a learning component) according to user feedback was however deferred to future work.
The topic of automatically adjusting user-specific weights for dynamic ensembles
has been touched by Bellogı́n et al. [6, 7]. From an information retrieval perspective, they proposed adaptations of query performance techniques to define performance predictors in recommender systems. Using these predictors, recommendation strategies can then be dynamically fine-tuned. The selection of predictors
and individual recommenders to use in the ensemble is limited by specific constraints e.g. the predictors should correlate positively with the performance of not
all but some recommenders. Our work on the other hand, considers a machine
learning approach where the weights of the ensemble can be iteratively trained
where algorithms (considered ‘black boxes’) of any type can be combined.
In our work we integrate the most relevant ongoing topics of hybrid recommender research. We focus on dynamically optimizing user-specific hybrid systems through a machine learning perspective. We compare the popular hybrid
switching approach with the weighted hybrid strategy and show how both can be
optimized, yielding a performance boost versus individual recommendation algorithms or static hybrid systems.

3 General Architecture
Our general architecture corresponds to a common hybrid recommender system
layout as depicted in Fig. 1. The original ratings dataset is divided into a training
and test set, which are then respectively used as input for the hybrid recommender
and for the final evaluation of the system. The hybrid recommender system consists
of multiple recommendation algorithms which run in parallel on the provided data
and are finally aggregated into hybrid recommendation results.
In this work, we employ the MovieLens 100K dataset which is a popular and
commonly used dataset in recommender research. It contains 100K ratings by 943
users of 1682 movies. Every rating is a numerical value ranging from 1 (i.e., awful)
to 5 (i.e., must see), expressing the interest of the user in a particular movie. For
more information on this dataset we refer to recommender systems literature (e.g.
[8, 24]). Working with the MovieLens dataset has the advantage that every user in
the system will have at least rated 20 items. Since we are tackling the hybridization
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Fig. 1 The high-level architecture of the hybrid system. Rating data is split in a training
and test set. Multiple recommendation algorithms then generate recommendations, which are
combined into one set of recommendations and finally evaluated based on the test set.

problem on a user-specific level, we also want to evaluate user-specific and so train
and test sets will contain all users but only a ratio of their ratings. For each user
we adopt a split-ratio of 60% (train) and 40% (test) ratings. Because every user
has rated at least 20 items, every user will have a minimum of 8 ratings in the test
set.
To serve as individual recommendation algorithms in the hybrid system, we
selected the following 10 algorithms from the rating predictors available in the
MyMediaLite5 framework [13]. For each of these algorithms, default settings were
used as set in MyMediaLite version 3.09.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

BiasedMatrixFactorization
MatrixFactorization
FactorWiseMatrixFactorization
SigmoidSVDPlusPlus
BiPolarSlopeOne
SlopeOne
UserItemBaseline
UserKNN
Constant1
Constant5

The output of each of these single algorithms is directed to the ‘Hybrid’ module,
where results are collected and aggregated. We specifically focus (and compare)
two common hybridization strategies: a switching approach, where only the best
algorithm is selected, and a weighted approach where all algorithms contribute to
the final recommendations according to a specific weight.
5
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In the end, the system is evaluated according to a k -fold evaluation procedure.
The training dataset is used throughout the system to calculate the individual and
finally the hybrid recommendation values. Subsequently, the results are compared
with the test set. This process is repeated 10 times (i.e., 10 folds). The specific
evaluation metric that is calculated and used throughout this work, is recommendation accuracy in the form of RMSE as detailed in the next section.

4 Offline optimization for hybrid recommenders
In this work, we attempt to optimize hybrid recommender systems in an offline
setting. To be able to handle the problem of selecting or composing an optimal
hybrid recommender, we consider our problem as an optimization task.
minimize f (x)
x

Here, the goal is to minimize a defined objective function f (x) by providing it
with an optimal input x. For the hybrid recommendation use case, the objective
function could be an evaluation metric which we want to optimize (e.g., accuracy,
diversity, serendipity, etc.) and the input x the hybrid recommender. The better
the recommender, the better values the objective function will come up with.
Since we are working in an offline setting, we need to select an objective function (i.e., evaluation metric) that can be evaluated offline, or in other words, without requiring additional user input. For the purpose of demonstrating the offline
optimization procedure described in this work, we choose to optimize the accuracy
metric: Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). This method is defined as
v
u
u 1 X
RM SE = t
(r̂ui − rui )2
|τ |
(u,i)∈τ

where system-predicted ratings r̂ui are compared with true ratings rui contained in a certain test set τ of user-item pairs (u, i) [28]. We adopt RMSE because it is one of the most popularly used evaluation metrics in the recommender
systems domain and is easily computed in an offline context. Recent research [22,
26, 10, 17] shows that although recommendation accuracy is principal to achieve
user satisfaction, it is not the only important metric and often metrics as diversity, transparency or trust should be considered as well. We note however, that
our offline optimization strategy is not limited to RMSE, and can incorporate any
desired metric as long as it can be calculated offline on a given set of ratings.

4.1 Evaluating optimization
Aside from defining the objective function (i.e., RMSE), we also need data to
calculate f (x) given a certain x. Two available datasets are the training set and
the test set. The test set is clearly unusable since we want to avoid tuning to the test
set ; the test set should only be used in the final evaluation of the complete system
and not in intermediate optimizing iterations, to guarantee evaluation fairness. We
therefore focus on using the training set as input for our optimization task. In other
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words, we intend to optimize our hybrid system in terms of RMSE on the training
set. We then hypothesize that, a decrease of RMSE (lower RMSE is better) on the
training set will result in a similar decrease on the test set. This may not be the
case if the optimization that was learned from this procedure is not generalizable
i.e., too specific to the training set.
To prevent overfitting the training set, we do not train our optimization on the
full training set, but rather on 10 distinct subsets of this training set. Such a subset
divides the training set into a smaller subtraining set and subtest set, much like
the general 10-fold evaluation procedure of the system, with a user-specific ratio of
60/40 (Fig. 2). The objective function results are then averaged (arithmetic mean)
over these 10 subdatasets. A downside of this optimization procedure, is that it
requires to run the individual algorithms on 11 different datasets: 10 subfolds of
the training set (to optimize the hybrid), and once on the full training set (for the
final recommendations).
Once the individual algorithms are trained and ready, our evaluation strategy
allows very fast updating and processing of new feedback given by the user. Usually, when a user provides new ratings, the recommender needs to be retrained to
take this new data into account. Since training the algorithms can take a long time,
very often online recommender systems recalculate their models only a few times
a day. With our evaluation strategy, new ratings can be dynamically integrated
by adding them to the subtest datasets. That way the hybrid recommender can
take them into account without retraining the individual algorithms. This strategy
paves the path towards online hybrid recommender systems that respond realtime
to new user feedback.

Training set

Training set
Fold 1

Fold 2

…

Fold 10

Fig. 2 The training set is split into 10-folds with a 60/40 subtraining set and subtest set,
which are then used to optimize the hybrid configuration.

With a defined objective function and data to train (and evaluate) on, we can
now proceed to the optimization of our hybrid recommender system. In the next
sections we explore both the switching and weighted hybrid strategies.

5 Hybrid switching strategy
The hybrid switching technique entails the switching between different recommendation algorithms by means of a switching strategy [9]. It is a very easy and
straightforward method since in the end only one algorithm will contribute to
the final recommendations. The selection of the ‘best’ recommendation algorithm
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for the situation often depends on objective metrics such as metadata availability
(e.g., content-based when item features are available), the number of total ratings
(e.g., collaborative filtering when a large number of items have been rated), etc.
However, since we are optimizing hybrid recommender systems at user-level, the
switching strategy should also be implemented at user-level so that for every user,
a single best algorithm can be selected.
Our user-specific switching selection strategy, starts with the determination
of a default algorithm. This default algorithm serves as a fallback option when
no clear ‘best’ algorithm could be detected for a user. The default algorithm is
determined by evaluating RMSE values for all algorithms over all users on the
subtest datasets, and so will be the same for every user.
Next, for every user a ‘best’ algorithm is detected among the available individual recommendation algorithms. Best in this case, is defined as providing the best
(averaged out) RMSE values on the 10 subtest datasets. Aside from best RMSE,
also the variance among the 10 (i.e., one for every subtest dataset) RMSE values
is taken into account. This variance serves as a confidence value indicating the stability of the RMSE values among the different subtest datasets. A high variance
indicates divergent RMSE values and so the average may not be a good prediction of the RMSE value the algorithm will finally deliver. Our experiments have
shown that a reasonable method of coping with this situation, is imposing a cutoff
variance threshold that, when reached, automatically discards the algorithm from
the selection process (for the current user). This way only algorithms which show
good and constant RMSE values across the subtest datasets will be compared and
ranked. When all, or all but one, algorithm is discarded, the default algorithm is
selected for the current user.
Although our experiments showed good results implementing our discrete cutoff threshold, it may be interesting to explore more continuously-based solutions.
In future work, we plan on experimenting with confidence intervals for the scores
of each algorithm to integrate variance values in a more flexible way.
Algorithm. Best Switching Selection Strategy
default algo ← determine default algorithm()
for user in users
algo selection list ← {empty}
for algorithm in algorithms
RMSE, variance ← evaluate algorithm(user, algorithm)
if variance < VARIANCE THRESHOLD
algo selection list ← algo selection list + (RMSE, algorithm)
end if
end for
if length of algo selection list > 2
user algorithm ← select algorithm with lowest RMSE
else
user algorithm ← default algo
end if
end for
PROCEDURE - determine default algorithm()
all algo values ← {empty}
for algorithm in algorithms
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algo values ← {empty}
for user in users
RMSE ← evaluate algorithm(user, algorithm)
algo values ← algo values + (algorithm, RMSE )
end for
RMSE ← average of algo values
all algo values ← all algo values + (algorithm, RMSE )
end for
algorithm ← select best from all algo values
return algorithm
PROCEDURE - evaluate algorithm(user, algorithm)
RMSE list ← {empty}
for subtest set in subtest sets
RMSE ← {RMSE of real ratings in subtest set and predicted ratings by
algorithm}
RMSE list ← RMSE list + RMSE
end for
RMSE ← average of RMSE list
variance ← variance of RMSE list
return RMSE, variance
For the experiments described in this work, we used a cutoff variance threshold
value of 0.2.

6 Weighted hybrid strategy
Another hybridization technique we employ in this work, is the weighted hybrid
recommendation technique. With this method the scores of individual recommendation algorithms are combined together into a single hybrid recommendation
score [9]. Individual algorithms can be associated with different weights to allow
fine-grained control over the contribution of the individual algorithms to the final
score. Weights can be set in such a way that this weighted technique produces
the same results as hybrid switching (i.e., if only one algorithm contributes to the
final score). The real power of the weighted technique however, lies in the ability to
join multiple algorithms together and form a new hybrid algorithm. We therefore
hypothesize that this technique may yield better or at least equal results as the
hybrid switching technique.
An additional advantage of the weighted hybrid strategy towards other strategies like Meta-Level or Feature Augmentation is its black box approach. Individual
algorithms are considered black boxes, which are served input data and produce
output data without revealing any internal processing information. Since the final
score takes only the output of the algorithms into account, new algorithms can
easily be added to the system without the need for structural changes. In this
work, we intend to optimize a hybrid system built on many (i.e., 10) different
algorithms, and so the black box approach seems a valuable advantage.
The core challenge of the weighted hybrid technique is to find appropriate
weights for the individual algorithms. We define this problem in the form of an
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optimization task. We adopt the notation from related work [6] where a dynamic
ensemble recommender was defined as
g(u, i) = γa1 ∗ ga1 (u, i) + γa2 ∗ ga2 (u, i) + ... + γan ∗ gan (u, i)
where γ is the weighting factor for the individual algorithms a that weighs the
recommendation values ga (u, i) for a user u and item i. Since our approach is a
user-specific one, we want to optimize the weights of the algorithms specifically for
every user so that every user may benefit from a personalized hybrid recommender
system. User-specific weights can be added to the optimization task in the following
way.
g(u, i) = γa1 (u) ∗ ga1 (u, i) + γa2 (u) ∗ ga2 (u, i) + ... + γan (u) ∗ gan (u, i)
We can now denote the objective function as
f (γ(u))
where
γ(u) = (γa1 (u), γa2 (u), ..., γan (u))
with n the total number of recommendation algorithms. Through an optimization
process we seek to minimize the objective function (i.e., RMSE). This metric can
again be measured offline by evaluating the subtest sets and averaging out the
values as was done to optimize the hybrid switching strategy.
We limit possible weight values to the interval [0,1] so that values can be easily
interpreted and compared. A final recommendation score for a user u and item
i, given the weight vector and individual recommendation scores, can then be
calculated by means of an average weighted formula.
g(u, i) =

γa1 (u) ∗ ga1 (u, i) + γa2 (u) ∗ ga2 (u, i) + ... + γan (u) ∗ gan (u, i)
γa1 (u) + γa2 (u) + ... + γan (u)

In our weighted hybrid optimization procedure, γ(u) will be optimized such that
g(u, i) minimizes RMSE on the subtest datasets. In this procedure we iteratively
try to improve the individual weights of the weight vector. To reduce the number
of iterations required for this optimization, we start the procedure by selecting the
best start vector out of a number of randomly generated weight vectors. Together
with the random vectors, we compare all the individual weight vectors for every
single recommendation algorithm in the system. We define an individual weight
vector as a vector that allows only a single algorithm to contribute to the final
score e.g, γ(u) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Doing so, forces the hybrid to take also
individual algorithms into account.
After the selection of the start vector, this weight vector will be improved one
weight at a time. Since this optimization procedure must run for every user in the
system, we want an optimization procedure that produces qualitative results in a
very short time frame (almost realtime). For this, we have implemented a standard
binary search procedure where improved weight values will be searched in iteratively diminishing intervals both upwards and downwards as Fig. 3 illustrates. We
have experimented with other optimization procedures such as a custom genetic
algorithm and publicly available optimization tools (such as SciPy6 ), but found
6
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our standard binary search procedure to produce the best or equal results in less
time. To reduce the risk of ending up in locally-optimal RMSE solutions, instead
of selecting only one start vector (from the randomly generated ones), multiple
vectors could be optimized simultaneously. We experimented with different settings and even implemented a back-tracking mechanism to allow the optimization
procedure to escape locally-optimal solutions. We found that this approach did
not yield significantly improved results and therefore we did not include this in
our algorithm presented below. We hypothesize that the randomization of the
start vector in itself already prevents ending up in the most obvious local RMSE
solutions.

Downwards

min = 0.0
max = 1.0
weight = ...

Upwards

min = weight
weight = (min + max) / 2

max = weight
weight = (min + max) / 2

weight better?

weight better?
No

min = weight
weight = (min + max) / 2

Yes

max = weight
weight = (min + max) / 2

No

max = weight
weight = (min + max) / 2

Yes

min = weight
weight = (min + max) / 2

Fig. 3 The binary search procedure to improve the weights in the weight vector.

We note that although the procedures searches for an improvement one weight
at a time, the evaluation (i.e., is the new weight value better?) will be performed
on the weight vector as a hole. If for example, the start weight vector is γ(u) =
(0.5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and we seek an improvement of the first weight in upwards
direction, we will evaluate if the weight vector γ(u) = (0.75, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
yields improvement. Improvement, as stated earlier, is defined here as yielding
a reduced RMSE value on the subtest datasets. We again take the variance of
the generated RMSE values into account to model for confidence. When a cutoff
threshold for variance is reached, the evaluation discards the weight vector and
the weight suggestion is considered ‘not better’.
The binary search procedure is repeated for every weight in two directions until
no more improvements can be found or a fixed number of iterations have passed.
Algorithm. Weighted Average Strategy
weights vectors ← {random weight vectors, and all individual weight vectors}
weights vector ← select the best from weights vectors
iterations ← 0
current RMSE ← evaluate weights vector(weights vector )
previous RMSE ← current RMSE + 1 //start worse than current RMSE
while (iterations < MAX ITERATIONS) and (previous RMSE > current RMSE )
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previous RMSE ← current RMSE
weight vector ← optimize weights vector(weights vector )
current RMSE ← evaluate weights vector(weights vector )
iterations ← iterations + 1
end while
PROCEDURE - optimize weights vector(weights vector )
old RMSE ← evaluate weights vector(weights vector )
for weight in weights vector
new RMSE, new weight ← upwards binary search for improved weight
if new RMSE < old RMSE
return weights vector with new weight
end if
new RMSE, new weight ← downwards binary search for improved weight
if new RMSE < old RMSE
return weights vector with new weight
end if
end for
return weights vector
PROCEDURE - evaluate weights vector(weights vector )
RMSE list ← {empty}
for subtest set in subtest sets
RMSE ← {RMSE of real ratings in subtest set and predicted ratings by
calculating the weighted avarage score with weights vector }
RMSE list ← RMSE list + RMSE
end for
RMSE ← average of RMSE list
variance ← variance of RMSE list
if variance > VARIANCE THRESHOLD
return worst case RMSE, so this weights vector will be discarded
else
return RMSE, variance
end if
For the experiments described in this work, we used the same variance cutoff
threshold value as for the hybrid switching strategy (i.e., 0.2). The maximum
number of iterations was set to 500 and 1000 random weight vectors were used to
boost the start weight vector.

7 Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the offline optimization of the two
hybridization techniques discussed in this work. We first evaluate the performance
(in terms of rating prediction accuracy) of the 10 individual recommendation algorithms that were selected from the MyMediaLite framework. We then continue to
evaluate and compare the hybrid switching and weighted hybrid strategies. While
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evaluations for the sake of our optimization procedures used the subtest datasets,
all the results in this section have been calculated on the true test set.

7.1 Individual algorithms
We evaluated the RMSE values of the 10 individual algorithms, averaged over all
users (and 10 folds). Default parameter settings where applied as set in MyMediaLite version 3.09. Table 1 shows the results of the RMSE evaluation.

Method
UserKNN
UserItemBaseline
SlopeOne
BiasedMatrixFactorization
BiPolarSlopeOne
MatrixFactorization
FactorWiseMatrixFactorization
SigmoidSVDPlusPlus
Constant5
Constant1

RMSE
0.9458
0.9473
0.9476
0.9576
0.9759
0.9767
0.9817
1.2808
1.7420
2.7912

Table 1 The RMSE values for the individual algorithms averaged out over all users according
to a 10-fold evaluation on the test set. Results are sorted from low to high RMSE.

As the table shows, many of the individual algorithms show a similar performance. Exceptions to this are the SigmoidSVDPlusPlus, Constant5 and Constant1
algorithms, which perform considerably worse. Closer inspection of the results of
SigmoidSVDPlusPlus, revealed high variance in results so that for some users the
algorithm performed considerably worse than for others (a result we have already
encountered in our previous work [10]). We hypothesize the SigmoidSVDPlusPlus
algorithm needs more data to increase its relevancy or needs at least better finetuned parameters. For the Constant algorithm (which predicts a constant value of
1 or 5), poor RMSE results were to be expected.
To observe the relationships of the algorithms among each other, we plotted the RMSE values for the 7 most similar algorithms showing their respective
95% confidence intervals in Fig. 4. From the figure it now more clearly shows
that UserKNN, UserItemBaseline and SlopeOne can be considered to have equal
performance as well as BiPolarSlopeOne, MatrixFactorization and FactorWiseMatrixFactorization. The BiasedMatrixFactorization resides somewhere in between.
These results are confirmed as we calculate the statistical significant differences
among the algorithms with a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test (Table 2).
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RMSE individual recommendation algorithms
1.00

MatrixFactorization
MatrixFactorization

BiPolarSlopeOne

BiPolarSlopeOne

BiasedMatrixFactorization

SlopeOne

UserItemBaseline

UserKNN

0.90

BiasedMatrixFactorization

SlopeOne

0.92

UserKNN

0.94

UserItemBaseline

RMSE

0.96

FactorWiseMatrixFactorization

FactorWiseMatrixFactorization

0.98

Fig. 4 The RMSE values for the 7 most similar individual recommendation algorithms, averaged out over all users according to a 10-fold evaluation on the test set.

1: UserKNN
2: UserItemBaseline
3: SlopeOne
4: BiasedMatrixF...
5: BiPolarSlopeOne
6: MatrixFactorization
7: FactorWiseMatrixF...
8: SigmoidSVD++
9: Constant5
10: Constant1

1
-

2
.302
-

3
.864
.396
-

4
**
**
**
-

5
**
**
**
**
-

6
**
**
**
**
.589
-

(**: p < .05)

7
**
**
**
**
.255
.551
-

8
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
-

9
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
-

10
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
-

Table 2 Pair-wise p-values of the null hypothesis, that the two systems have an equal performance, as computed by a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test.

7.2 Hybrid switching
For the evaluation of the hybrid switching strategy, we performed multiple experiments, each time increasing the number of individual algorithms that were used
in the hybrid recommender. The algorithms are added in order of their individual
performance, from good (low RMSE) to bad (high RMSE). We define the following
hybrid systems in the experiment:
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BS2 := U serKN N + U serItemBaseline
BS3 := BS2 + SlopeOne
BS4 := BS3 + BiasedM atrixF actorization
BS5 := BS4 + BiP olarSlopeOne
BS6 := BS5 + M atrixF actorization
BS7 := BS6 + F actorW iseM atrixF actorzation
BS8 := BS7 + SigmoidSV D + +
BS9 := BS8 + Constant5
BS10 := BS9 + Constant1

BS stands for ‘Best Switching’ and the index refers to the number of individual
algorithms participating in the hybrid recommender. For every one of these setups,
we optimize the hybrid into selecting the best individual algorithm for every user
specifically. The results, as calculated on the test set, are shown in Fig. 5.

RMSE hybrid switching
0.960

0.955

RMSE

0.950

0.945

0.940

0.935

BS10

BS9

BS8

BS7

BS6

BS5

BS4

BS3

BS2

UserKNN

0.930

Fig. 5 The RMSE results for multiple experiments with a hybrid switching setup. The index
in the x-axis labels refers to the number of individual algorithms participating in the hybrid
recommender.
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The result of the best individual algorithm (i.e., UserKNN ) was added to the
plot as a baseline for comparison. The figure demonstrates how each of the hybrid
recommenders in the experiment achieves better results (i.e., lower RMSE values)
in comparison with the best individual algorithm. Adding individual algorithms
improves the result of the hybrid up to a number of 4 algorithms (i.e., BS4 ), results
then slightly deteriorate and finally stabilize in the end.
From the results it is clear that our user-specific hybrid switching strategy
performs better than simply selecting the best individual algorithm and using that
for every user. It is however interesting that the results do not continue to improve
when additional algorithms are added. The reason for this, is that the systems BS5,
BS6 and BS7 add variations of already included algorithms (i.e, SlopeOne and
BiasedMatrixFactorization) rather than adding completely new algorithms as is
the case for BS2, BS3 and BS4. These variations perform considerably worse than
their original algorithm, and so adding them only brings noise into the system.
The performance of the last systems BS8, BS9 and BS10 remains stable because
for these hybrid recommenders the performance of the added algorithms (i.e.,
SigmoidSVD++, Constant1, and Constant5 ) is so bad (or their variance so high)
that they will never be selected as ‘best’ algorithm for a user. When we inspect,
for BS10, the number of times each algorithm was chosen (Fig. 6), we find our
argument confirmed.

Hybrid switching algorithm counts for BS10

SlopeOne − 20%
Constant5 − 0%
BiasedMatrixFactorization − 11%

UserItemBaseline − 27%

Constant1 − 0%
FactorWiseMatrixFactorization − 4%

MatrixFactorization − 7%

BiPolarSlopeOne − 6%
SigmoidSVDPlusPlus − 1%

UserKNN − 23%

Fig. 6 The number of times each algorithm was selected as ‘best’ algorithm, counted over all
users for hybrid setup BS10.

When comparing the RMSE results for the hybrid switching systems, only
two systems were found to have a statistical significant difference with p < 0.05:
the UserKNN algorithm and the BS4 hybrid system, although on average all
hybrid systems seem better than UserKNN. In conclusion we state that, the best
performing hybrid switching strategy (i.e., BS4 ) yields a significant improvement
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towards the individual algorithms approach, but the participating algorithms in
the hybrid must be carefully chosen in order to obtain good results.

7.3 Weighted hybrid
For the evaluation of the weighted hybrid strategy, experiments were iteratively
performed with an increasing number of individual recommendation algorithms
participating in the hybrid system. Every hybrid now optimizes the weight vectors
indicating the importance of the individual algorithms on a user-specific basis.
The final prediction scores for every user are compared against the true ratings in
the test set.

0.94
0.92

0.93

RMSE

0.95

0.96

RMSE weighted hybrid

BS4

W2

W3

W4

W5

W6

W7

W8

W9

W10

Fig. 7 The RMSE results for multiple experiments with a weighted hybrid setup. The index
in the x-axis labels refers to the number of individual algorithms participating in the hybrid.

Fig. 7 shows the RMSE results for multiple hybrid configurations with a varying number of participating individual algorithms. Table 3 depicts the statistical
significance of the difference between the algorithms. Algorithms are added in the
same order as detailed in the previous subsection (e.g., W 3 = W 2 + SlopeOne).
As a comparison baseline, the best result of the hybrid switching strategy (i.e.,
BS4 ) was added to the plot.
The results show that most of the weighted hybrid configurations (except for
W2 ) perform better than the BS4 baseline. Moreover, the performance increases
(or at least remains stable) when new algorithms are added. Exceptions are the W9
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BS4
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8
W9
W10

BS4
-

W2
.327
-

W3
.781
.207
-

W4
.105
**
.177
-

W5
.114
**
.192
.967
-

W6
**
**
**
.331
.311
-

(**: p < .05)

W7
**
**
**
.150
.138
.636
-

W8
**
**
**
.122
.112
.562
.913
-

W9
**
**
**
.222
.207
.799
.829
.746
-

W10
.622
.140
.831
.257
.277
**
**
**
**
-

Table 3 Pair-wise p-values of the null hypothesis, that the two systems have an equal performance, as computed by a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test.

and W10 configurations, which show a decreased performance (increased RMSE)
towards the previous configurations. This is caused by the algorithms that are
added in those configurations, namely Constant5 and Constant1. The Constant
algorithm predicts always the same recommendation score (i.e., here either 1 or
5). When considering the weighted average formula used for this hybrid strategy
(Section 6), adding a Constant algorithm in the equation will function as a general weighting factor for the final prediction value. This weighting factor can either
boost or decrease the final recommendation score. When the Constant5 algorithm
is used in the calculation of the final prediction score, all predicted scores (for that
user) will be slightly increased or similarly decreased when applying Constant1.
The reason that Constant1 has a bigger (negative) impact on performance becomes clear when we inspect the distribution of the rating values for our dataset.
Fig. 8 shows how this distribution is slightly skewed towards the higher values of
the rating scale and therefore decreasing the final recommendation score will (on
average) worsen performance more than increasing the score.
To continue the evaluation of the weighted hybrid strategy discussed in this
paper, we take a closer look at the weight vectors produced by our optimization
procedure. Specifically, we are interested in how the algorithms (on average) contribute to the final prediction scores, what algorithms are used, and how many
algorithms (i.e., algorithms with non-zero weights) are usually combined. We focus on the weights generated by the W7 hybrid configuration, which showed the
best performance.
Inspecting the complete set of weights produced by our optimization procedure
for all users, we logged for each algorithm the number of times a non-zero weight
was generated. Fig. 9 shows a pie chart detailing the normalized (percentage)
counts for the individual recommendation algorithms.
The figure shows an approximately even distribution of the values, which indicates that the system involves every algorithm about the same number of times
in the final prediction score. It seems that the weighted hybrid strategy is able to
make use of all given algorithms, without degrading the performance when variations of the same algorithm are present (as was the case for the hybrid switching
strategy).
Aside from how much the algorithms are used, it is also interesting to know
how many algorithms usually contribute to the final prediction score for a user.
Again inspecting the complete set of weight vectors produced for all users, we
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20000
15000
0

5000

10000

Number of ratings

25000

30000

Rating values histogram for MovieLens 100K dataset

1

2

3

4

5

Rating value

Fig. 8 The distribution of the ratings for the MovieLens 100K which shows a slight skew
towards higher rating values.

Weighted hybrid, algorithms used in final score for W7

BiasedMatrixFactorization − 14%

SlopeOne − 14%
FactorWiseMatrixFactorization − 17%

UserItemBaseline − 12%

MatrixFactorization − 17%
BiPolarSlopeOne − 13%
UserKNN − 12%

Fig. 9 The distribution of the usage of each algorithm in the weight vectors for all users. The
results are normalized in percentage.

logged the amount of non-zero weights in each weight vector. Fig. 10 shows the
resulting histogram for the W7 hybrid configuration.
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20
15
0

5

10

% of all predictions

25

30

Number of algorithm used in final score for w7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Number of algorithms used

Fig. 10 The histogram of the number of non-zero algorithms used for all weight vectors for
all users (normalized in percentage).

From the histogram we learn that the weighted hybrid strategy is usually
combining multiple algorithms together. For some users, the results of as many
as 6 algorithms are combined into the final recommendation score. For others, on
the other hand, only a single algorithm is used. It is interesting to see that the
weighted hybrid strategy does indeed revert to a hybrid switching strategy when
it seems appropriate.
A final interesting aspect of the generated weight values, is the value itself.
Table 4 displays for every algorithm (used in W7 ) the average weight value over
all weight vectors for all users without counting the zero weights.
Algorithm
UserKNN
UserItemBaseline
SlopeOne
BiasedMatrixFactorization
BiPolarSlopeOne
MatrixFactorization
FactorWiseMatrixFactorization

Average Weight
0.426
0.421
0.389
0.282
0.257
0.249
0.201

Table 4 The average weight values (in range [0,1]) over all users for every algorithm used by
the weighted hybrid configuration W 7.

The order of the averaged out weights for the algorithms, matches the order
of the performance results for the individual algorithms. This confirms that the
results of our offline optimization strategy do in fact correlate with the final results
as obtained by the test set.
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In conclusion, Fig. 11 overviews the final results of our hybrid strategy evaluation. The three result values indicate the results as obtained by the three respective recommendation strategies: best individual algorithm (same for all users),
user-specific best switching, and user-specific weighted hybrid. For each of these
systems the best results are shown in the graph i.e., UserKNN (best individual),
BS4 (best switched), and W7 (best weighted). The differences between the results
(all of which are found to be statistical significant p < 0.05) confirm the original
hypothesis that a user-specific hybrid switching strategy will yield better results
than an individual algorithm and a weighted hybrid system will outperform even
the hybrid switching strategy.

0.94
0.92

0.93

RMSE

0.95

0.96

RMSE strategies comparison

Best individual

Best switched

Best weighted

Fig. 11 A comparison of the best RMSE results obtained by the three systems compared in
our evaluation: individual algorithms, a switching approach and a weighted hybrid approach.
All of the differences were found to be statistical significant.

7.4 Computational performance and user requirements
Although all of the experiments described in this work were carried out by a supercomputer infrastructure, the presented hybrid recommender could run on commodity computers as well. The main computational burden lies with the training
of the individual recommendation algorithms. Once they are trained, the hybrid
optimization procedure can optimize the specific weights for a user in a matter
of seconds. Training the individual algorithms can be done in the background,
or even repeated in timed intervals while the hybrid recommender is capable of
delivering realtime responses to user feedback.
Before starting the optimization process for a user, the available data of the
user must be carefully considered. If a user has provided only a few ratings, then
the evaluation procedure might optimize too hard on too few ratings which will
badly influence the perceived recommendation quality. Ratings are split with a
60/40 ratio in subtraining and subtest sets, so a total of 20 ratings (i.e., 8 in
the subtest sets) for a user should be considered a minimum. Even the individual recommendation algorithms would fail at recommending interesting items for
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users with less than 20 ratings. In that case, a default set of weights for the hybrid recommender could be used, or the users could be served non-personalized
recommendation lists like ‘popular items’.

8 Discussion
This work aims to be a step in the direction of modern hybrid recommender systems that automatically fine-tune themselves to fit users on a individual basis. In
this work, we have provided a way in which two hybrid systems (best switching and
weighted average) can be user-specifically optimized in an offline setting. Although
the evaluation of our methods focused on the popular accuracy metric RMSE,
other offline calculable metrics can be optimized for. The evaluation intended to
show the success of the optimization procedure, and the specific advantages of the
weighted hybrid procedure over a hybrid switching approach. Implementing the
weighted average strategy in a hybrid recommender allows for easy adding new
algorithms or variations of existing algorithms without fundamentally disrupting
user experience. The quality of offline optimization depends however on the quality
of the available data and will therefore always be fundamentally limited in potential. In future work, we intend to expand our optimization to incorporate online
user interactions and thereby unlock the true potential of dynamically adapting
hybrid recommender systems.

9 Conclusion
We started this work by noting the existence of vast numbers of recommendation
algorithms available to tackle the information overload problem. Combining multiple algorithms together, seemed a sensible approach to harvest the union of their
merits. However, combining algorithms into hybrid recommender systems can be
cumbersome, often manual configuration is required such that the recommender
can not be easily re-used for other scenarios.
In this work, we considered the configuration of a hybrid system as an optimization problem which generates hybrid recommender systems that are automatically
fine-tuned towards individual users. Focus was on the commonly used switching
and weighted hybridization techniques. We demonstrated an evaluation approach
that allowed the hybrid recommender system to optimize recommendations offline,
while allowing realtime integration of new user feedback which can be very useful
for online recommendation scenarios. Results showed that the switching strategy
was highly sensitive to the used individual algorithms i.e., best results when most
different algorithms are used. The weighted strategy, on the other hand, was more
robust and, even with the simple binary search optimization procedure, it obtained
significantly better results by blending the individual algorithms into complex and
improved user-specific ensembles.
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